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ABSTRACT
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements were per-

formed within an optical water analog engine. A unique trigge
ing and data collection system was developed to allow a CC
camera to acquire two consecutive image frames at prede
mined crank angles. The water analog engine operated at
RPM and had a square cross-section with two circular valved i
lets. Measurements were made throughout an entire cycle to
termine mean and turbulence statistics and results at 60 cra
angle degree are discussed in this paper. Different averag
techniques were used and results between the techniques w
compared to provide a number of statistical quantities havin
large discrepancies in scales and distributions. A study of t
equations of motion showed that different averaging techniqu
results in differing physical interpretations of the flow.

NOMENCLATURE
x,y Cartesian coordinate components.
U,V Mean velocity components.
u′,v′ Turbulence velocity components.
P Mean pressure.
p′ Fluctuating pressure.
i, j Matrix or vector component.
k Engine cycle number.
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θ Crank angle.
ν Kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
ρ Density of the fluid.
DWT Discrete wavelet transformation.
CAD Crank angle degree.
RPM Revolution per minute.

Introduction
A limitation of performingPIV measurements in an engine

is the need for high resolution and a large field of view, thu
autocorrelation based techniques [1] are required. In autoc
relation PIV, images are doubly exposed on a single frame a
the direction of flow is not easily determined due to direction
ambiguity. Reuss et al. [16, 17] used a 35 mm camera and p
tographic film to obtain pulse separations∆t = 35 µs and a wide
field of view. Nino et al. [10] used two different laser colors to
eliminate directional ambiguity as the exposures could be diffe
entiated based on color. However, good correlation was obtain
between the broad features of thePIV results and theLDV or Hot–
wire measurements performed by other researchers in a sim
engine geometry [12] without separately colored lasers [10]
image shifting [15]. They also found that the flow was characte
ized by the formation of large scale vortices (tumble and swir
which were shown to persist through the majority of the com
pression stroke. Reeves et al. [12] noted that a cross-correla
algorithm was necessary for significant measurements in cyc
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Downlo
flows, as the directional ambiguity is removed even in strong
reversing flows.

Rouland et al. [18] usedPIV in a four valve, four stroke sin-
gle cylinder research engine with cross–correlation basedPIV

[1]. Their field of view was approximately 55 mm by 68 mm
in the tumble plane and 60 mm by 60 mm in the swirl plan
and a spatial separation of approximately 0.62 mm between
locity vectors allowing the collection of small scale flow cha
acteristics. Choi [3], Denlinger et al. [5] performed 3–D pa
ticle tracking velocimetry (PTV) in a cyclic in–cylinder flow (4
valve pent roof engine) with water as the working fluid. Th
appearance of smaller scale flow patterns was found at hig
operating speeds and that small scale motions would be imp
tant to the turbulent mixing while the large-scale structures sto
a great deal of kinetic energy transferred into the turbulenc
Reeves et al. [13, 14] developed a high speed digitalPIV system
for flow visualization (pseudo particle streak) and cycle–resolv
PIV data. Engine was running at the speed of 700RPM and crank
angle resolution was given as 0.467 crank angles with an im
ing rate of 9000 fps (∆ t = 111 µs). Typically 20 vector fields
for each cycle were collected for statistics. Ensemble averag
scheme was used to calculate the statistics such as mean vel
and RMS fluctuating turbulence. Considerable shift of center
the swirling flow for even very slight piston movement was ob
served and significant deviation from whole-body rotation co
tributed to the non-stationary characteristics in the flow. Sign
icant out-of-plane velocity structure and strong tumbling flow
also appeared. Suk et al. [20] performedPIV measurement for
cyclic flow within a water analog engine operated at 15RPM.
Two consecutive singly exposed image frames were capture
a particular crank angle over 200 cycles. Ensemble averag
analysis was performed to produce a significant variation in t
velocity field. A strong effect on the flow from the inlet valve
resulted in the two asymmetrical oscillations in the instantaneo
flow field.

There has been different methods dealing withPIV measure-
ments data within the cyclic engine flow to decompose the me
and turbulent quantities from instantaneous velocity. Trigui et
[23], Suk et al. [20] and Reeves et al. [14] used ensemble
eraging resulting in highRMS turbulence quantities including
the cycle–to–cycle mean variations (large scale) and the sm
scale turbulence as well possibly leading to a misinterpretat
of the turbulence field within cyclic engine flow. Reuss et a
[16] performed a low–pass spatial filtering analysis to extract t
cycle–resolved, large scale structures for an individual cycle a
successfully reconstructed the cycle–resolved, two–dimensio
velocity field based on the two–dimensional autocorrelationPIV

results. Trigui et al. [22] also used a spatial low pass filterin
technique to evaluate cycle–resolved large scale motion of
flow field over many cycles. The spatial cut-off of the filter wa
set to 1/3 of the engine bore diameter. It was argued that the
of Fourier base functions would not be optimal because the
2
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sulting decomposition was biased bya priori defined base func-
tions [11].

Raposo et al. [11] used wavelet–based (DWT) averaging to
decompose instantaneous non-stationary velocity records wit
a water analog engine with two–dimensionalPIV velocity mea-
surement. They compared the Discrete Wavelet Transfo
(DWT) and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) in the de-
composition of instantaneous velocity to investigate the proble
of cyclic variations. In the cases for the non-stationary flow d
to cycle–to–cycle in–cylinder variation, the non–linear appro
imation given by the wavelet decomposition showed better a
proximate to the low wave–number field than a linear decom
position technique such as thePOD. Suk et al. [19] performed a
wavelet–based (DWT) averaging analysis within a cyclic flow and
compared with ensemble averaging and cyclic averaging an
ysis. Comparison between the mean and turbulence veloci
found from ensemble, cyclic and wavelet–based averaging
sults in differing interpretation of turbulence velocities. Cycli
averages using a uniform cut–off frequencies and ensemble a
age without consideration of cyclic mean variation overestimat
the true turbulence and turned out to be inappropriate within
engine flow and can influence physical interpretation of engi
turbulence levels and related CFD predictions.

A study of the equations of motion using aPIV measure-
ment results was done by Li et al. [8]. Results were compar
to computational work to validate the model used in the co
which wask–ε model (KIVA). Very high Reynolds stress trans
port compared to other terms (diffusion, convection) was fou
in the experimental which may be due to the ensemble averag
analysis. The computational work is found not adequately ca
turing the higher order turbulence statistics obtained in the e
perimental results. The study concluded that the Reynolds str
transport is the dominant component of the equation of moti
near the piston surface and causes the turbulent mixing whic
responsible for the mixing and combustion efficiency in an e
gine.

Experimental method
Figure 1 is a schematic of the water analog engine w

the particle image velocimetry (PIV) system included. The wa-
ter analog engine has a 100mm× 100mm square inner cross–
sectional area with two symmetrically located (40mm diamete
valves that were both open 15mm throughout the measureme
A clearance of 20mm was used and the piston stroke was se
75mm. A 1/2 horsepower direct current motor was used to dri
the flow at 15RPM. The inlet flow exceeded the Reynolds num
bers examined by Durst et al. [6]. Thus the interaction of th
initial vortex with the piston wall was expected to ensure tra
sition to turbulence. Distilled water was seeded with spheric
(15µm diameter) silver coated particles with a hollow glass co
and a relative density of 1.65. A square section was used to en
Copyright  2002 by ASME
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Figure 1. PIV system and the optical water analog engine

sure minimal optical distortion of the measurement region an
the cell was oriented horizontally for mechanical stability. Opti
cal access is possible with glass on all the sides for CCD came
and laser sheet

A 2-D planarPIV system with an external trigger from the
water analog engine was used for the measurements. A metal
struction on the crank wheel triggered data collection at 60 cran
angle degrees (for this work) as it passed the optical sensor. T
triggered a) the camera (Pulnix TM-9701) to start a new fram
with an asynchronous reset, b) the two lasers (CONTINUUM
MINILITE dual cavity Neodyymium-Yttruim Aluminum Garnet
(Nd:YAG)) to pulse and c) the framegrabber (BITFLOW Road
Runner 44) to capture the incoming camera frames. A 1mm lig
sheet thickness for particle illumination was created and 162 m
croseconds time separation between images was allowed for i
plane motion of particles. 200 sets of images were captured f
the measurement at center region, 35 mm downstream from t
top of the cylinder (60CAD).

Velocity fields were calculated using the Adaptive Cross
Correlation (ACC) PIV algorithm developed by Usera [24].
The ACC algorithm is iterative and for each iteration, differen
interrogation area sizes (from large to small sizes) are used
be incorporated as a rough estimate of the particle displac
ment, thus allowing improved spatial and dynamic resolutio
compared to traditional cross correlation methods. Three-poi
Gaussian peak fitting was used for the sub-pixel analysis
improve the approximation of particle centers, increasing th
accuracy of the velocity calculations. This technique fits
Gaussian function to the correlation peak using three adjoinin
values and gives an uncertainty level of approximately 0.1 pixe
[9].
ua-
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Turbulence averaging
The velocity fields were examined with two differen

averaging methods for the analysis; ensemble averaging,
wavelet–based (DWT) averaging. All turbulence quantities are
determined by subtraction of mean values from the instantane
values at each position.

Ensemble averagingThe decomposition for the data is
performed as:

U(~x,θ,k) = UE(~x,θ)+u′E(~x,θ,k) (1)

whereU(~x,θ,k) is the measured instantaneous 2D velocity i
cycle k at a crank angleθ, UE(~x,θ) = 1

N ∑N
k=1U(~x,θ,k) is the

ensemble average over N number of data, andu′E(~x,θ,k) is the
instantaneous turbulence velocity in cyclek at a crank angle
θ. Problems resulting from the use of ensemble averagi
include smoothing of data resulting in an over–estimation of th
turbulence energy [19, 21, 2].

Wavelet averagingWavelet–based analysis was introduce
for the velocity decomposition. According to Farge [7], energ
transfers driven by turbulent dynamics occur locally in bot
space and scale, and wavelet transformation can achieve a g
performance in an energy decomposition with phase and spa
Especially for non-stationary flow, separating quasi-period
motion from cycle-to-cycle varying events, Wavelet averagin
analysis is very effective. The wavelet function,ψ, acts as a
high-pass filter, highlighting details of the decomposed sign
The scaling function,φ is a low-pass filter and produces approx
imations of the decomposed signal. This approach separa
the velocity field with large and small scales to produce th
first level approximation coefficient,h(n), and first level detail
coefficient,g(n) [19]. This is the first level decomposition and
the velocity field is separated into smooth approximations
the largest scale and details at smaller scales. The appro
mation coefficients will be treated as the mean component
the velocity field and the detail coefficients as the turbulen
component. A Daubechies-12 wavelet was used in the stu
To deal with signal-end effects involved by a convolution-base
algorithm at the edges of velocity field, smooth padding o
order 1 which is the first derivative interpolation at the edge
is applied for two–dimensional extension. Suk et al. [19] ha
demonstrated improvement with Wavelet–based analysis o
conventional averaging methods using 2D velocity data fro
PIV measurement.

Equations of motion
The data was analyzed with the Reynolds averaged eq

tions of momentum conservation.
Copyright  2002 by ASME
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Figure 2. Ensemble mean flow at 60 CAD

Reynolds equation is given as,

I II III IV V

∂U j

∂t
+Ui

∂U j

∂xi
=−1

ρ
∂P
∂x j

+ν
∂2U j

∂xi∂xi
+

∂〈−u′iu
′
j〉

∂xi
(2)

where convection term (II), diffusion term(IV) and Reynold
stress transport term (V) were applied with experimental data

Results
Velocity fieldsThe ensemble mean velocities and ensemble me
of theDWT averages were comparable and were of similar ma
nitude and direction at 60CAD as was found in the previous work
[19] for other piston positions. Figure 2 shows the mean flo
schematic using the ensemble velocity information to reveal t
asymmetric vortices being generated by looking at the recirc
lation flow at the bottom and top measurement location. The
vortices seem to be oscillating throughout the cycle and over
cycle, confirmed byDWT analysis, implying that the flow field is
classified as non–stationary, quasi–periodic, cyclic flow.

For the turbulence,DWT results are of lower magnitude
than ensemble results. The indication is that the flow field h
very low order small scale mixing when interpreted withDWT

averaging in comparison with the ensemble results. TheDWT

turbulent information (RMS value) (not presented here due
limited space) contains no spatially preferential value of RM
magnitude and is evenly distributed throughout the measurem
region.

Reynolds equationTerms analyzed in the section are quantitie
from Eq. (2) evaluated from the 2–D planarPIV measurement
results. Ensemble andDWT averaging methods are used an
comparison is made between them.

Starting from the convection term, labeled II on top i
Eq. (2), histograms of convection terms,U∂U/∂x, V∂U/∂y,
4
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Figure 3. Convection (Ensemble)
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Figure 4. Convection (DWT)

U∂V/∂x, andV∂V/∂y at 60CAD using ensemble andDWT av-
eraging methods are presented in Fig. 3 and 4. Only limit
quantities are evaluated due to the limitation of 2–D planar P
measurement only extracting the information out of the plan
sheet. For both averaging methods, ensemble andDWT meth-
ods, convection terms are much higher than diffusion terms. E
semble averaging analysis shows no comparable result betw
each distribution in Fig. 3 where they are even biased to diffe
ent values. However,DWT averaging analysis results in all thei
peaks being placed close to zero. The fact thatU∂U/∂x, U∂V/∂y
(−8000∼ 8000 mm2/sec), andV∂U/∂y, V∂V/∂y (−2000∼
2000mm2/sec) have similar distribution appears to imply tha
mean values multiplied in each term,U andV, dominates the
flow dynamics over the mean velocity gradients (see Fig.
Copyright  2002 by ASME
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Figure 6. Reynolds Stress Transport (Ensemble & DWT)

Higher magnitude ofU thanV involvement should be the conse
quence from the consideration of early intake process. It is a
noticed that for theDWT averaging, the convection term is the
largest one among others (Diffusion and Reynolds stress tra
port).

Diffusion terms, labeled IV on top in Eq. (2) are introduce
in Fig. 5. The histograms are given for each diffusion term
ν∂2U/∂x2, ν∂2U/∂y2, ν∂2V/∂x2, andν∂2U/∂y2, for both meth-
ods. Physically, these are associated with viscous action but c
sidering that all terms are comparable to each other, second o
of gradients for bothU andV are also comparable.DWT results
have a wider variation (−100∼ 100mm2/sec) than the ensem-
ble results (−20∼ 20mm2/sec) but they are significantly smaller
than either convection or Reynolds stress transport.
5
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Reynolds stress transport terms, V in Eq. (2), are introdu
in Fig. 6. Reynolds stress transport,∂〈−u′u′〉/∂x, ∂〈−u′v′〉/∂x,
∂〈−v′u′〉/∂y, and∂〈−v′v′〉/∂y, are only available with thePIV

data.

For the ensemble averaging method, Reynolds stress tr
port terms are the most significant term within the Reyno
equation producing variation of−6000∼ 6000mm2/sec. Com-
pared to convection or diffusion phenomena, it is very signific
difference. This is due to the high turbulence interpretation ch
acteristics from the ensemble analysis where part of the la
scale information is kept in the smaller scale result like turb
lence. Davis [4] showed the same result of high Reynolds st
transport magnitude using the ensemble analysis within the
ter analog engine. On the other hand, theDWT averaging method
presents very low Reynolds stress transport quantity as−200∼
200mm2/sec. The value is even lower than that of the conve
tion terms inDWT averaging, and has a same order of variation
diffusion term inDWT analysis. A study ofDWT averaging with
PIV measurement technique Suk et al. [19] demonstrated a lo
turbulence level under 20 % as compared to ensemble avera
(over 100 % of mean value) in non-stationary, quasi–perio
cyclic flow. Thus there is a lower magnitude Reynolds stress
consequently lower magnitude Reynolds stress transport. A
consideration of an early stage of intake process in cyclic
gine flow, this can be physically explained with scale evolut
throughout the process. At this point more mixing is expected
correspond to larger scale flow motion of convection than sma
scale flow motion such as diffusion or Reynolds stress transp
More smaller scale motions are involved in the latter stage of
intake process, however, this does not mean that there are
parable quantities between convection and RST or diffusio
the end stage of intake process. Smaller scale motion appea
be very low in cyclic engine flow with reciprocating piston [19

Conclusion

An experimental study was performed within a cyclic flo
usingPIV. Ensemble andDWT averaging methods were used
show that ensemble results have a tendency to impose sig
cantly higher turbulence thanDWT averaging. Using a ensemb
averaging analysis, a study of the Reynolds equation shows
magnitude of Reynolds stress transport terms are significa
larger than the magnitude of the convection and diffusion te
where convection terms are higher than diffusion terms. Ho
ever, the magnitude of the convection terms are the most e
tive terms among for theDWT averaging analysis and Reynold
stress transport terms had a comparable magnitude to diffu
terms, and very low order Reynolds stress transport terms.
Copyright  2002 by ASME
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